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cheatsheet
Warehouse

Former bar offers family
friendly hang out to teens

»

The Warehouse on Locust
Avenue was transformed in 2001
into a teen hang out spot with
dancing floors, table tennis, arcade
games and lounging areas.
    “The Warehouse is a place
where kids can hang out with
moderate supervision and spend
their time with friends without
getting into trouble doing stuff
that any creative mind can think
of and be safe doing it,” said
Phil Bogear, booker and manager
of the Warehouse.
Page 2
Celebration

Eastern receives $2,000
grant for spring celebration

»

Eastern received the grant
to help pay for the 30th annual
Festival of the Arts to take place
from April 27 to 29. The three-day
celebration provides entertainment
for all ages.
    “We have those that do
everything from folk to rock,” said
Dan Crews, director of the festival.
“It’s an eclectic mix of performers.”
Page 3
Drag Show

Pride makes changes to
fourth annual show

»

Instead of the usual “Diva’
theme for the drag show, Pride
decided to change the name of the
show to “Saddle Up” in order to
add drag kings to the performance.
    ”This year is going to be
completely different,” said Anna
Stevens, coordinator for the event
and vice president of Pride. “We
wanted the name to include the
kings as well and we liked ‘Saddle
Up’ because it was a fun theme and
had some double meaning.”
Page 3
Football

Senior cornerback shines
without suspended Brown

»

Terrance Sanders returned
Illinois State’s Luke Drone’s pass
and returned it 87 yards for
Eastern’s only touchdown. Fellow
senior cornerback Ben Brown was
suspended indefinitely for violation
of team policy last Monday.
    “Playing without Ben definitely
made our job a lot tougher,”
Sanders said. “It definitely hurt us.
It really hurt us. More than I can
say.”
Page 11
Women’s Basketball

ACL injury sidelines
sophomore guard for year

»

Megan Edwards, injured in a
game earlier this season, said she
knew it was bad when she went
down. Edwards scored 19 points,
had six assists and two steals in the
two exhibition games she played.
    “It hurts us in the guard
position,” said Eastern head coach
Brady Sallee.
Page 16

Eric Hiltner | The Daily eastern News

Freshman defensive tackle Andre Lima sits on the bench during the final seconds of the 24-13 loss to Illinois State University at O’Brien Stadium
Saturday afternoon during the first round of the NCAA I-AA playoffs. Eastern’s defense forced four turnovers, including an 87-yard interception
return for a touchdown, but the offense’s 138 total yards led to Eastern’s seventh consecutive playoff loss. Read the story on Page 16.
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‘War’
Students protest
pays up
School of Americas
Eastern students
among 20,000 people
gathering in Georgia
By Adam Testa
Online News Editor

COLUMBUS, Ga. – “Unnamed
child, age five,” a voice sang out
from the stage.
“Presente!” responded 20,000
people gathered at the gates of Fort
Benning as they raised crosses into
the air.
The voice on the stage continued
to call out names and descriptions
while the people moving toward the
gates of the military base continued
to raise their crosses and sing out,
“Presente!”
The
individuals
were
participating in a protest gathering
from Nov. 17-19 that called for the
closing of the Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation,
formerly called the School of the
Americas.
Throughout the weekend,
attendees had the opportunity
to educate themselves on human
rights issues and to volunteer time.

The culmination of the weekend
was the funeral procession vigil.
Participants and opponents of the
training facility claim the graduates
of the institution have committed
some of the worst crimes against
human rights in Central and South
America.
According to the WHINSEC
mission statement, the institution
exists to provide professional
education and training to people
of Western Hemisphere countries.
The school teaches and promotes
“democratic values, respect for
human rights and knowledge
of understanding United States
customs and traditions.”
Among the 20,000 participants
in the protest vigil were 10 Eastern
students, two alumni and Roy
Lanham, campus minister for the
Newman Catholic Center.
Eastern’s Newman Catholic
Center sponsors a trip each year to
the event.
As they marched in the vigil
Nov. 19, the 13 individuals carried
crosses bearing the names of
individuals who had died at the
hands of graduates of the SOA.
Participants in the vigil march

made their way down Fort Benning
Road toward the main gate at Fort
Benning.
“Once you get to the gate, you
go and just stick your cross in
the gate,” said Robin Duncan, a
sophomore pre-nursing major. “It’s
really kind of moving.”
Justin Lopez, a junior recreation
administration major, had mixed
feelings while the group marched
toward the gates of the fort.
“Walking up to the fort, it
was really moving just because
all the people were just real close
together,” he said. “It was just kind
of disturbing at the same time to
see the military personnel kind of
looking down at us it seemed.”
Lopez said that sending a
message to the military personnel
by putting the crosses into the
fences was “beautiful.”
“It was like they wanted to be
completely dislodged from it, but
we were kind of shoving it in their
face, putting the crosses through the
fence, making a partial movement
past the barriers that they had,” he
said.

»

see protest, Page 5

Students involved
with ‘War on Sobriety’
donate money
By Cathy Bayer
Senior Campus Reporter

Members of the War on Sobriety
recently donated the money raised
from yellow ribbons sold during
Homecoming.
The group was featured on
Page 1 of The Daily Eastern News
on Oct. 20. Many aspects of the
story didn’t check out and were
presented as such in the story.
The DEN found the supplied
name for the donation contact was
incorrect, but the money promised
actually was donated.
Andy Zerbian, a member of
the War on Sobriety, said he had
spoken to the commander of the
Charleston VFW, then spoke with
a women of the Ladies Auxiliary.
Nancy Beabout, a member
of the Charleston VFW Ladies
Auxiliary 1592 and owner of
Nancy’s Lettering, worked with
the group’s fundraiser, which was
selling yellow ribbons to support
of U.S. troops.

»

see sobriety, Page 6
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Time to party

Warehouse offers
family-friendly place
for teens to hang out
By Rob Siebert
Staff Reporter

A large, red cube sits on Locust
Avenue between Fifth and Sixth
streets.
Painted like a fire engine over
sturdy brick, it resembles a gigantic
child’s building block dropped in
the middle of Charleston.
More than three decades old, it
is as rich in history as any building
in this small town. It has touched
and affected many lives.
Among those lives, are the five
musicians who made up REO
Speedwagon in the early '70s.
Need proof? Look to the cover of
1974’s "Ridin’ the Storm Out."
The thunderous throbbing of a
stereo bass isn’t quite loud enough
to drown out the sounds of middleschoolers playfully shouting at one
another. Like any other 12-yearold girl’s birthday party, there is
food. Pizza, pop, potato chips,
cake among other delights. And of
course, there are boys, lots and lots
of boys. The girls laugh and giggle,
while the boys call out to each other
in their not-quite-pubescent voices.
Then, the DJ makes an
announcement, which halts each of
them in their tracks. There’s going
to be a dancing contest up on the
third level.
The Warehouse is essentially
a parent's dream. A drug- and
alcohol-free hangout with more or
less everything a teen or pre-teen
could want. In addition to two
kitchen areas and two dancing areas,
it offers table tennis and hockey
games, a few arcade machines, a
pool table, as well as lounging areas
with TVs.
The building can be booked for
parties, but it also tends to hold
open hours for local residents.
Upstairs, an excited mother
points her camcorder at the

Phil Bogear | manager, booker for the warehouse

“The Warehouse is a place where kids
can hang out with moderate supervision
and spend their time with friends without
getting into trouble, doing stuff that any
creative mind can think of and be safe
doing it.”
dance floor, as the group of giddy
youngsters try to coax one another
to step out and dance to D4L’s
“Laffy Taffy.”
Looking out on this scene, it’s
hard to imagine this same building
was once a broomcorn factory, or
for that matter, a bar.
In its original form, the
Warehouse was used to manufacture
porso millet, the plant is commonly
utilized in the creation of brooms.
Then, in the '70s, the building was
purchased and transformed into a
bar, simply called The Warehouse.
During its run, the bar hosted
a number of bands, which were
considered household names in
the '70s and '80s, including Cheap
Trick and REO Speedwagon. REO
Speedwagon even posed in the
building for the cover of their 1974
album, "Ridin’ the Storm Out."
In 2001, the bar was sold to the
Salisbury Church in Charleston
and was thus transformed into its
current state. As a tribute to the
Warehouse’s storied past, the words
“Phase 3” appear on the building’s
banner next to its name.
Phil Bogear, booker and manager
of the Warehouse, and director of
Student Ministries at the Salisbury
Church, notes the building is
sometimes visited by both REO
Speedwagon fans and Charleston
natives who once frequented the
bar.
“There are many calls and people
stopping by to see the place,”
Bogear said. “As a matter of fact, I
had a Charleston Police officer in
today who was walking around and

reminiscing.”
Bogear believes what makes the
Warehouse special is what it offers
to youngsters in the Charleston
community: a place to call their
own. Bogear notes Charleston
doesn’t have a general weekend
hangout where kids can interact
with their peers while at the same
time staying out of trouble.
“The Warehouse is a place where
kids can hang out with moderate
supervision and spend their time
with friends without getting into
trouble, doing stuff any creative
mind can think of and be safe doing
it,” Bogear said.
The venue primarily hosts kids
ages 14 to 18. Volunteer chaperones
are also on duty to loosely monitor
its visitors. Doors typically close at
11:30 p.m. to respect Charleston’s
midnight curfew.
The community has certainly
taken the Warehouse up on its
offerings. Since its unveiling in
2001, word of the site’s success has
spread to Mattoon, whose young
residents now frequently visit as
well.
But according to Bogear, the
Warehouse is only the beginning.
As the church owns all the land
surrounding the building, there
are plans to construct an outdoor
amphitheater, a sand volleyball
court, an outdoor cafe, among
other additions.
If such plans bear fruit, these
same youngsters break dancing to
Yung Joc’s “Goin’ Down” may have
a lot to look forward to in years to
come.

Sprechen Sie anti-terrorism?
Eastern to host speakers
from across globe today
Wilhelm Schmidbauer has been
in charge of the security of a sevenday papal visit, the world’s premier
sporting event and Oktoberfest, all
in the last six months.
Now Schmidbauer, the police
commissioner
for
Munich,
Germany, is coming to Eastern
today to be the featured speaker
in the International Anti-Terror
Symposium.
“Munich is very important
in the history of anti-terrorism,”
said Ping Chen, director of the
Public Policy Institute at Eastern,
which is co-sponsoring the event

Today's international anti-terror symposium schedule:
» 1-2:30 p.m., Charleston-Mattoon Room, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union: "Islamic Hostage Crisis" with Vladimir Sergevnin, former Soviet KGB agent
and Russian MVD colonel
» 2:30-4 p.m., Charleston-Mattoon Room, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union: "The Fraudulent IDs" and "Terrorism in China" with Jim Burns, former
U.S. attorney in Chicago and Huixun Zhang, Chinese consul in Chicago
» 6:30 p.m., Buzzard Auditorium, Buzzard Hall: "Protection Against
Terrorism at World Events" with Wilhelm Schmidbauer, police commissioner of Munich,
Germany

with the School of Continuing
Education.
The symposium will also feature
speakers Vladimir Sergevnin, a
former Soviet KGB agent; Jim
Burns, former U.S. Attorney in
Chicago; and Huixun Zhang, the
Chinese consul in Chicago.

Schmidbauer will be bringing
with him a delegation of other
German police officials.
He will begin with a 15-minute
lecture session, to be followed
by answering questions from the
audience.
– Compiled by Kyle Mayhugh, editor in chief
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WELCOME BACK ... PARTY @
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Spicy West Texas Burger

$3. 49

w/ fries (Bacon, BBQ, Cheese)
RUM & COKE PITCHERS $6.00

S

BOTTLE
$2

NEW: Leinie’s Big Butt
Winter Brew!!!

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle...
Tell your doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon
235-1245
345-1245

Engineering your return to healthy living

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
4 LOCATIONS
Close to campus

345-6533

weatheroutlook
Today

tuesday

wednesday

61˚ | 51˚

62˚ | 55˚

65˚ | 44˚

mostly cloudy

p.m. showers

thundershowers, wind

Pump up your AD-dominals
Purchase an ad in the DEN

Contact your personal ad-trainer
today! 581-2816

Activities | celebration festival

Grant given for entertainment
Organizers look for local dan crews | celebration director
bands to perform in ’07
“We have those that do everything
By Kristina Peters
from folk to rock. It’s an eclectic mix of
Activities Reporter
performers.”
It’s never too early to celebrate.
Planning for Celebration: A
Festival of the Arts in April 2007
has begun, and a $2,000 grant has
been received to use toward the
30th annual festival’s budget.
Celebration will start April 27
and end April 29, the week before
finals. The three-day Celebration
gives people of all ages access to
entertainment through music and
the works of artisans.
“We have those that do
everything from folk to rock,” said
Dan Crews, director of the festival
and dean of the College of Arts
and Humanities. “It’s an eclectic
mix of performers.”
Crews calls Celebration the
“last big party of the year” and was
glad the Illinois Arts Council gave
the grant fund to the Celebration
planning committee to help keep
the party going.

It is one chunk of the $20,000
to $22,000 budget of Celebration,
Crews said.
Money from the budget is used
toward paying each group that
performs.
Besides grants, the committee
earns money through fundraising,
which is often letters sent out to
the public, Crews said.
The committee has been
planning since before Thanksgiving
break.
“We’re planning now, but really
we’ll start heavy when we get back
(from break),” Crews said.
Planning is in its first stage,
which is looking at demonstrators
and groups, and Crews hopes to
find many local groups.
“There seems to be a lot of
Eastern groups, and I want to give

them a chance,” he said.
Last year, one Eastern group
that performed was Senn and Nut,
the winner of Eastern’s battle of the
bands contest.
The band performed cover
songs from the 1970s, ’80s and
’90s with songs by Tom Petty,
Dave Matthews and Pearl Jam.
Friday is known as the student
day of Celebration, and that day is
where Crews would like to place
student bands.
Celebration 2007 will have six
local or student bands perform
that Friday. However, Crews would
also like student artists to get
involved.
“I would love to have the
(Library) Quad filled up with
student work,” he said. “I’m always
interested in increasing student

awareness.”
Crews encourages students to
get a booth selling their artwork
whether it be jewelry or paintings.
If students are interested in
having a band perform or to assist
in planning, they can call the
Celebration planning committee
at 581-2113.
“It is a good time for people
to contact us,” Crews said. “It
(Celebration) is a party for them,
so I want them to participate.”
Some groups do contact
Eastern about Celebration, but
Crews said information about the
event is placed in newspapers as
well.
By April 1, the committee
hopes to complete all the planning,
and by that time the only planning
will be to double check who is
performing when and were booths
will be placed.
Music is showcased all three days
as well as artists such as painters
and potters. There will also be food
vendors serving corn dogs, curly
fries, Italian and Mexican foods,
things not found in the kitchen,
Crews said.
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campusbriefs
Youth theater tour begins

» Eastern Illinois University
theater department’s youth theater
class begins its annual fall tour today.
The production of “In Search of the
Golden Teardrop,” will be presented
through Dec. 1 with 10 performances in
local elementary schools.
The play will also be performed
publicly at The Village Theatre, 960
18th St., at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Tickets for the public performance
are $5 each for general admission and
reservations can be held by calling
Village Theatre box office at 581-3110.

policereport
»

Theft – On Saturday, Nov. 11 it
was reported that 5 or 6 subjects left
the Union bowling alley without paying
for bowling. The incident is under
investigation.

»

Criminal Damage to Property – On
Sunday, Nov. 12 it was reported that
a 1997 green GMC pickup truck was
“keyed” while it was parked in the
Carman Hall parking lot on campus.

A member
of Zim
Marss
night club’s
“Dream
Team”
from Terre
Haute, Ind.,
performs
in the third
annual DIVA
drag show
last year in
the Grand
Ballroom of
the Martin
Luther King
Jr. University
Union.
Tonight’s
show has
changed
and has
expanded
this year to
include local
performers
and drag
kings.

»

Burglary from Motor Vehicle – On
Sunday, Nov. 12 it was reported that
electronic equipment and 40 -50 CDs
were stolen from the interior of a 1999
Toyota while it was parked in J lot on
campus.

»

Harassment by Telephone – On
Monday, Nov. 13 it was reported that
an Eastern student was receiving
harassing phone calls. The incident is
under investigation.

oncampus
today

Kwanza Meal
Time |4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Location | Taylor Dining Center
More info | 581-3600

Carrie Hollis
| The Daily
Eastern News

Pride wrangles drag show changes
Tonight’s show
will include local
performers and kings
By Katie Anderson
Staff Reporter

Grab your cowboy hats and
mount your steeds; it’s time for
Pride’s Saddle Up Drag Show.
This will be Pride’s fourth
annual show, and the organization
has redone everything, said Anna
Stevens, coordinator for the event
and vice president of Pride.
“This year is going to be
completely different,” she said.
For drag fans who are expecting
a night out with Tiara Diamond,

Anastacia DeMoore and the
rest of the queens from the Zim
Marss “Dream Team” from Terre
Haute, Ind., this evening will be
a surprise.
A new set of faces, professional
queens
from
Bloomington,
Champaign, Decatur and Tuscola,
will take their place along with
two drag kings.
This will be the first year for
kings in the drag show, and,
because of the addition, the show
has undergone a name change
from the “DIVA” drag show, to
the more gender inclusive “Saddle
Up.”
“We wanted the name to
include the kings as well and we
liked Saddle Up because it was a

fun theme and had some double
meaning,” Stevens said.
The kings, Lance Lixalot
(Stevens) and J-Dizzle (Jess
Ball), are both Eastern students
who
have
performed
professionally.
Despite changes, the show will
maintain its focus of education
along with entertainment.
“Our main focus is to raise
awareness on campus and in the
community,” Stevens said.
In past years, the focus and a
large part of the proceeds have
gone to AIDS awareness.
Last year the show raised
money for Lazarus House, an
AIDS and HIV shelter in New
Orleans, which was destroyed by

Hurricane Katrina.
This year the show will focus on
the National Center forTransgender
Equality,
an
organization
“dedicated to advancing the
equality of transgender people
through advocacy, collaboration
and empowerment,” according to
its Web site, www.ntcequality.org.
Stevens said the drag show
is a great opportunity to draw a
lot of people, show them a good
time and educate them along the
way.
The show will begin at 8
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and last until
midnight. Admission is $3 at the
door.

Study Abroad Info Session
Time | 4 p.m.
Location | Blair Hall Room 1207
More info | 581-7267
Protection Against Terrorism at World
Events
Time | 6:30 p.m.
Location | Buzzard Hall Auditorium
More info | 581-2523
Cherokee Stories
Time | Arcola-Tuscola Room, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Location | 7 p.m.

Comments | Corrections |
events

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone | 581-7942,
E-mail | DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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The freedom
to choose
oppression

As their elections loomed, the
incumbent Dutch government announced
plans to ban a Muslim garment, the burqa,
as soon as possible, and, in so doing,
put itself at the head of the anti-Muslim
sentiment sweeping its way through
Europe.
The reason that the Dutch government
gives for this ban is that, as the burqa is a
garment that fully conceals from head to
toe, it presents a security concern. But I
don’t want to talk about this reason. Why?
Well, because it’s fairly obvious, given the
timing and the target, that this proposal is
just the Dutch government’s way of saying
to the rest of the world that they too know
how to use fear mongering as a tactic to
garner votes at election time.
What I want to talk about is a bit
more difficult. You see, while this ban
undoubtedly discriminates against the
cultural traditions of a people, and,
therefore, deserves to be repudiated, it
also provides those of us with liberal
sensibilities a temptation to cheer.
Why would we do a thing like that?
Well, because, from where I’m sitting,
the burqa represents the misogynistic
side of the Islamic culture. By completely
covering the body, this piece of clothing
dehumanizes the wearer, makes the
woman less than the rest of us, unworthy
of our attention – a billowing mass of
color moving discreetly along the edges
of our vision and under the radar of our
interest. Given these feelings, my first
instinct is to stand up and roar my support
of any action that supports the complete
evisceration of such a hateful garment.
However, we first have to understand a
couple of things. One, the wearing of the
burqa is not required by Muslim doctrine.
It is, in fact, mostly worn by the most
extreme Muslim women as an exhibition
of their modesty. Most importantly, these
women have the ability to decide whether
or not to wear this garment. True, in the
strictest Muslim families, the pressure to
wear the burqa is great, and, if the young
woman does not comply, disinheritance
and a familial shunning are very real
possibilities, but the choice remains (the
same choice presented to minorities,
women, and homosexuals in this country
who have all had to fight and continue to
fight for their own rights and recognition).
What I think it boils down to is
that I can believe the burqa is an evil,
oppressive institution; I can sit down
with a Muslim woman and argue with
her about the nature of the burqa; I can
attempt to institute social reform that
makes the choice to not wear the burqa
a more attractive one; however, when I
support legislation forbidding the wearing
of the burqa, I am telling this Muslim
woman that because of an alleged cultural
brainwashing she is unfit to make this
decision for herself. I make less of her
and become as sexist or prejudiced as the
institution I was attempting to abolish.

ourview

Blue crew makes
Eastern fans blue
Saturday, the Panthers competed against
Illinois State in the I-AA playoffs.
ISU had a full student section. They
cheered, they booed, they taunted the
Eastern band and Eastern fans. The key is
they knew there was a playoff game and they
showed up.
Eastern’s student body apparently did not
know that there was a playoff game going
on, because no more than 50 students sat in
the student section of Saturday’s game.
This lackluster showing was an
embarrassment to the school and especially
to the Blue Crew, which boasts having 890
members.
Student apathy at Eastern has always
been a problem, however when 50 students
show up to the student section of a national
playoff game against Eastern’s instate rival,
there is a problem.
ISU’s official student support group for
its athletics is called the Red Zone. Within
the Red Zone, there is “The Zoo.” “The
Zoo” is the student-cheering group at ISU
football games. In response to Saturday’s
playoff game, the red Zone organized
through Facebook and got a large group
of students to come to Eastern to cheer on
the Redbirds. The ISU fans were not only
louder than the Eastern cheering section,
but they also outnumbered Eastern fans by
an alarming rate.
Eastern football player Vincent Webb
Jr. sent a Facebook message to members of
the EIU Football and Fans group asking
students to come back and support the
team in their rematch against Illinois State.
While Webb should be praised for taking
the initiative, a football player should not
have to ask his fellow students to come
cheer the team on during a playoff game.
The members of the Blue Crew, whose soul
purpose is to cheer on Eastern Athletics,
should have been doing this.
In fairness, Eastern Blue Crew members

received a Facebook message from the Blue
Crew member in charge of membership
recruitment stating the game started at 1
p.m. Saturday and “It would be awesome if
you came back a day early to cheer on the
Panthers.”
It would have been awesome if the
Student Government, who are active
members of the Blue Crew, had practiced
what they preached.
All semester Student Body President Sean
Anderson has been parading school spirit as
his token cause. He has encouraged students
to attend football games and cheer on the
Panthers, yet Anderson was not at the game
on Saturday. Saturday was the biggest game
of the season, but Eastern’s student body
president was not there to support the
players.
Student Senate Speaker Kent Ohms
was in attendance, but none of the Student
Senate Executive Board was in the student
section on Saturday.
Why should students care to attend a
football game if the leaders of the Blue Crew
fail to show?
The Blue Crew should have done a better
job of reaching out to all students, not just
its 890 supposed members to support the
Eastern football team during its playoff
game. Eastern students should be more
willing to support their fellow students
during the most important sporting event
of the year. Next time the Panthers make it
to the playoffs, the Blue Crew and Eastern
students should learn from their mistakes
and organize themselves a little better so
we are not embarrassed by the fact that the
away team had more fans in the stands than
we did.
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

Featured blogger | eric hiltner

Jacob
Foster
Jacob Foster is a junior English major. He can be
reached at jake413414@yahoo.com.

"I have missed a few Thanksgivings over the
past few years while I was stationed in Korea
and Germany. And each year I was gone there
was nowhere else in the world I would have
rather been except right there at my family’s
dinner table shooting the breeze."

your view | letters to the editor

Wal-Mart is
family friendly

I am writing this letter in response
to Verge Senior Reporter Michael
Peterson’s writings in the “Aftermath”
section of his review of “The Birthday
Party.” Mr. Peterson is trying to
paint a picture of Wal-Mart as a large
contributor to censorship and as a
reason for Artists losing their artistic
integrity, and I find his article ignorant
and insulting to read.
Mr. Peterson stated that Wal-Mart
would not sell a Willie Nelson album
due to it having a marijuana leaf on the
cover. He later stated that the album
was sold by the company once the cover
was altered to “satisfy their concerns.”
Mr. Peterson then stated that other
musicians had to alter their cover art
and their lyrics to satisfy Wal-Mart.
Mr. Peterson did not mention that at
one point Wal-Mart would not sell
Eminem albums, even the edited ones,
because the company had been sued by
a customer when her child purchased
the album from Wal-Mart. He also
failed to mention that Wal-Mart does
not carry pornographic material, drug
paraphernalia or any other items that are
not considered “Family Friendly.”
Mr. Peterson’s blatant attack on
Wal-Mart, for maintaining a “Family
Friendly” atmosphere, is totally
unmerited. Wal-Mart is not the reason
that albums are released in an edited and
an explicit version. Wal-Mart does have
every right to accept and reject anything
that is sold in their stores, and for
anyone to say anything different is plain
ignorant. It is their right as a company
to sell what they want to sell to their
market.
I applaud Wal-Mart for refusing to
carry CDs with marijuana leaves on the
cover. As a father, I would be rather irate
if I was to walk into a Wal-Mart store,
with my son, and him see a marijuana
leaf for the first time. Wal-Mart has a
reputation as a family friendly store,
and this is what I expect when I walk
through the front vestibule and into
the building. I walk into the building
knowing that my family and I will not
be submitted or exposed to something
deemed as risque or controversial.
As for Mr. Peterson stating that
artists are “forced” to compromise their
work in order for it to reach a wider
market is as absurd of a statement as
me stating that in order to lose weight
I must eat more chocolate. I do agree
that Wal-Mart is a large company and
has ties to more communities than any
other retailer; however, there are also
other large chains out there such as Sam
Goody, Best Buy, BMG and various
others that sell explicit albums and
other unedited materials. If the only
way for items reaching a large market is
to be sold at Wal-Mart, I suppose that
Hustler, Playboy, Nike, Polo, Tommy
Hilfiger, Gucci, Channel and other
countless companies would not fare
well.
I would like to urge Mr. Peterson to
understand that while he may consider
what Wal-Mart did as censorship, others
view it as acceptable business practice.
Refusing to sell an item is not forcing
the creator of that item to change it, it
is just forcing them to find other means
to distribute it. If Wal-Mart were to
accept every item presented to them to
be sold at their stores, there would be
far too many items for consumers to
choose from, and days would be lost
pondering over what items to purchase.
Before one goes blaming issues upon
others, perhaps one should step back
and take a look at the whole picture, in
order to really understand what they are
witnessing.
Joe Wallace | EIU Staff Member
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Eastern students
Amy Tissier,
an elementary
education
graduate
student, and
Keith Nykaza,
a senior
psychology
major,
(foreground)
serve fair trade
coffee at a tent
provided by
coffee company
Cafe Campesino
while an antiwar activist
(background)
participates in
the School of
Americas Watch
at Fort Benning,
Ga., Saturday
afternoon. Cafe
Campesino has
come to count
on Eastern
students to help
sell coffee of
which all the
profits go toward
the SOA Watch.
Jay Grabiec | The
Daily Eastern News
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Crossing the line
Sixteen people at the protest vigil, none
of them from Eastern, chose to send their
message to the military personnel in a
different way.
These individuals chose to disobey the
signs reading, “No trespassing” and either
climb over or go around the three fences in
front of the fort.
Sean Barth, a 2005 Eastern grad, became
part of a group known as “The Charleston
Three” when he made the choice to cross the
line on a previous trip to the protest vigil.
At the time Barth crossed the line, the
atmosphere and physical environment at the
vigil were different.
The three fences that now sit between
protestors and the fort were not there. The
“line” was simply a white line drawn across
the ground.
“It used to be that a couple thousand
people would get together and try to take
these crosses that represent victims of
graduates from this school and they would
cross the line and walk on to the base and risk
arrest,” Barth said.
When Barth crossed the line, officers ziptied his wrists and put him on a bus that took
him and the others who had crossed the line
to the base.
Barth said that the military personnel
were “very hospitable” and “great people.”
Those who were arrested were all allowed to
sing together and talk.
“But it was really cool,” he said. “That was
my first experience of being around so many
people that had similar ideas as me.”
The feeling of being around that group of
people had a profound effect on Barth.
“You really just feel like you aren’t alone,”
he said. “You aren’t just a voice crying out
in the wilderness. It was really, really, really
powerful.”
Because of the large number of people
who crossed the line at that time, Barth did
not have charges pressed against him. Rather,
he was issued a banned-and-barred letter
that prohibited him from entering military
institutions for five years. If he would have
broken this provision, he would have been
liable for up to six years in prison and
$50,000 in fines.
Now, those crossing the line do not have
such privileges, Barth said.
“Now they don’t even give you an option
for a slap on the wrist,” he said. “It’s just
when you get busted, you’re going to jail. The
stakes are a lot higher now.”
With these raised stakes, Barth feels it

means something even more when people
make the choice to cross the line.
“So the very fact people are doing these
things illustrates the idea that there is this
sense of frustration and sense of something
has to be done,” he said. “I definitely respect
the people who decide to do that.”
The 16 individuals who crossed the line
became known as this year’s “prisoners of
conscience.”
As the individuals were escorted across
the military base from where they crossed the
line, the crowd on the other side of the fence
cheered for them. The prisoners of conscience
waved back in support of the cheering.

Lending a hand
While the culmination of the weekend
protest is the funeral procession vigil Sunday,
the rest of the weekend provided other
opportunities.
Throughout the weekend, the Eastern
students and Lanham took advantage of
several opportunities to volunteer time and
energy to help causes.
Many students volunteered time to work
with Cafe Campesino, an organization that
sold fair trade coffee for two dollars a cup.
Laura Keating, a senior social sciences
major, worked the Cafe Campesino booth.
She said that fair trade organizations sell
products that farmers and producers are paid
full price for.
“They pay full price to coffee bean
farmers,” she said. “It’s not just coffee, it’s also
chocolate and clothing. It doesn’t just stop at
coffee.”
A sign hung on the Cafe Campesino
booth, expressing special thanks to the
Newman Catholic Center at Eastern.
Students attending the protest have helped
work the Cafe Campesino booth for years,
Lanham said.
The fact that Cafe Campesino donated
all the money it raised during the weekend
to the School of the Americas Watch,
the organization sponsoring the protest,
impressed Keating.
“I’m sure fair trade is a struggling industry
to begin with because most people really
haven’t caught on to it yet, and they’re using
all the proceeds to support this event,” she
said. “I thought that was just.”

A learning experience
The protest also served as a learning
environment for many attendants.
Booths and tables lined Fort Benning
Road throughout the weekend, with
many different organizations handing out
information and talking to participants.
“It’s not strictly about the SOA. I think

it’s about human rights, justice and peace
for all throughout the entire world,” said
Kim Burnitz, a senior political science and
Spanish major.
Among the organizations represented at
the booths were the Center for Constitutional
Rights, Human Rights Watch in Haiti and
Iraq Veterans Against the War.
“People were definitely very willing to let
out the information that they know, and they
were just so knowledgeable about what they
were talking about,” Lopez said.
In addition to the people representing
organizations at the booths, attendants of the
protest could listen to speakers and bands on
the main stage.
The speakers for the weekend event ranged
from the Rev. Roy Bourgeois, the founder
of the SOA Watch, to individuals who had
survived torture at the hands of graduates of
the training facility.
Jason Schultz, a senior history major, said
one of these torture survivors delivered an
“extremely powerful” speech.
The woman, who was paralyzed as a result
of her torture, spoke of how her spine was
broken and her body burned. She also said
that her torturers had played football using
her body as the ball.
“It brought a human sense to it,” Schultz
said. “It made it a lot more serious for me.
It made me realize to a more serious extent
just how bad the graduates of the school have
been.”
In an article published Nov. 16 by the
Associated Press, WHINSEC spokesman
Lee Rials denied the relationship between
training at the institution and such crimes.
“There’s not a single example of anybody
using what he learned at the School of the
Americas to commit a crime,” he said. “While
it’s true that there are people who committed
crimes after attending a course, no causeeffect relationship has ever been found.”
Schultz said that though he learned a lot
of new information at the protest, “It just
never feels like it’s enough.”

Student activism
“I’ve always been the kind of person who
is socially conscious,” Barth said.
When he came to Eastern in 1998, Barth
became involved with Haiti Connection. On
a trip to Haiti, Barth and a few others began
discussing issues of fair trade.
When they returned to Eastern, the group
founded Eastern’s Fair Trade Coalition. The
group soon began campaigning to bring
fair trade coffee into Eastern’s Housing and
Dining program.
After successfully bringing fair trade coffee
to the residence halls and the food court,
Barth and his co-founders had a new feeling

about Eastern’s potential.
“We really saw the reality that Eastern is
a place where activism can really take root,”
he said.
Barth continued to bring more activism
efforts to Eastern’s campus by holding
peaceful protests to the war in Iraq and
organizing a protest march from Old Main
to City Hall.
“Over the years, I just saw things got
progressively more and more active at
Eastern,” he said.
Current students feel the atmosphere of
activism at Eastern has changed since Barth’s
time.
“Student activism at Eastern is basically
non-existent,” Keating said.
Those students at the protest thought that
the trip marked an example of the lack of
student activism at Eastern.
“There are 10,000 [sic] people on campus,
and there’s 12 of us on this trip,” Burnitz
said.
Duncan said that she is disappointed with
the levels of student activism at Eastern.
“I don’t see why people don’t want to take
advantage of changing people’s lives,” she
said. “I’m just disappointed that people don’t
come and nobody cares about anything.”
Lack of caring may not be the only reason
that students are not more active, Burnitz
said. Part of it may also be that students are
unaware of the possibilities and the issues.
“The options are there, the possibilities are
there,” Barth said. “It’s up to the individual to
try and seize the day and grab on to something
you can really begin to care about.”
Though many of the students felt that
activism is not prominent at Eastern, many
were hopeful for expansion of activism in the
future.
“People do want to make a change,” Barth
said. “We’re all young people, we all see that
it is our decision ultimately to determine
which direction our future goes.”
Schultz said that people who are currently
involved with activist efforts can do their
parts to help more people get involved. He
recommended that these students talk to
people in their classes, write letters to the
editor for The Daily Eastern News and ask
professors to let them give short speeches to
their classes about issues and opportunities.
Students need to break away from the
traditional college mentality and try new
things, Keating said.
“Just because you’re a college student,
and I know it’s fun to just go out and have
a good time, but there’s always time to do
other things,” she said. “I mean, it’s worth it
to sacrifice a weekend for a good cause.”
– Dennews.com Associate Online Editor Brandon Campbell
contributed to this report
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statebrief
Authorities investigate fire that
killed three

»

DALE – The state fire marshal’s
office is investigating a mobile home fire
near this small community in Hamilton
County that left two children and an
adult dead early Friday, according to
authorities.
The fire in the mobile home, which
housed eight people, killed James
Farley, 5, Katherine Ann Demuth, 41,
and her son, Anthony “Andy” Demuth,
16. The other five residents were able
to escape the blaze with minor injuries.
“We were all asleep when my
girlfriend heard someone yelling,” said
Joseph Demuth, Katherine Demuth’s
brother and one of those who escaped.
“We jumped up and tried to get
everybody out as fast as we could, but
not everybody made it out.”
Investigators have not determined
an exact cause of the fire. Demuth,
however, said he believed the source
was an old refrigerator in a middle
bedroom.
The mobile home was located in a
remote area of southwestern Hamilton
County in southern Illinois, west of a
neighborhood known as Parker Hill.
McLeansboro firefighters responded to
the blaze, but were unable to reach any
of the victims trapped inside because
of intense flames, authorities said.

State | notebook

Student wins $100,000 on ‘Millionaire’
The Associated Press

EDWARDSVILLE
– Alyx
Mark thought she’d given the
wrong answer to the $100,000
question while a contestant on
“Who Wants to Be a Millionaire.”
But the 18-year-old political
science major at Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville won the
money after correctly answering
the multiple-choice question:
“In degrees Fahrenheit, what is
the temperature range on the
sun’s surface, also known as the
photosphere?” (The answer is
“6,000 to 11,000.”)
“She gave me that ‘You didn’t
get it right’ look, but then she said,
‘You got it right,’” Mark said of the
show’s host, Meredith Vieira. “I put
my hands over my mouth and said,

AlYx Mark | sIUE sTUDENT

“Either I’m taking my mom to Australia or
I’m buying her a new patio door.”
‘Oh, my gosh! Oh, my gosh!’ It was
surreal.”
Mark, of Wood River, appeared
in the show’s College Week on
Wednesday and Thursday.
The episodes were taped in late
October, but Mark was not allowed
to discuss her winnings until after
the broadcast.
She says she knows what she is
going to do with the cash: invest
half, take her roommate to the
Caribbean, use some to study in
South Africa and buy herself an
“extravagant and frivolous” $3,800

» Sobriety
f r o m pag e 1

The group raised $225 from that fundraiser.
Zerbian then turned in a $225 check to
Beabout.
The donation was set up to give something
back to the real soldiers, Zerbian said.
He said he was the only person in contact
with anyone concerning the donation portion
of the War on Sobriety.
Zerbian also said he spoke with the army
recruitment officer about the group making a
donation, not about a float or humvee for the
parade.
Another army recruiter suggested that the
group donate chocolate liquor candy, shaped
like alcohol bottles, to the soldiers, Zerbian said.

Chanel tweed jacket.
“Either I’m taking my mom to
Australia or I’m buying her a new
patio door,” Mark said. “She hasn’t
decided what she wants yet. Those
patio doors are really expensive.”

Death of gunman in Chicago
standoff ruled suicide

CHICAGO – The death of
a gunman who killed a woman
after holding her hostage on
Thanksgiving Day was ruled
a suicide Saturday by the
Cook County medical examiner’s

That way the troops could have the candy and
also enjoy a novelty from the groups theme.
The Ladies Auxiliary plans to purchase
medical supplies and send them to Andrew
Meyer, a medic in the Iraq war whose parents
live in Charleston.
Beabout said the Ladies Auxiliary has eight
people they send packages to. Almost all eight
have connections to Eastern or Charleston.
“We send just anything and everything we
can get our hands on,” Beabout said.
The women usually pack boxes with candy
or shelled peanuts to send a little something
extra to cushion the goods for soldiers.
They also send beanie babies and stuffed
animals. And every package always has an
American flag.
The auxiliary has sent more than 500 pounds
of goods since the war began, Beabout said.
These soldiers are each located in different units

office.
Lance Johnson, 21, died of
a gunshot wound to the head,
according to results of an autopsy
conducted Saturday morning.
On Friday, the medical
examiner’s office said that Tasha
Cooks, the 22-year-old victim
in the standoff, died of multiple
gunshot wounds. Cooks’ death was
ruled a homicide.
Her family has said they are
upset with the way police handled
the 23-hour standoff on Chicago’s
South Side.
But police officials maintain that
negotiators had tried for hours to
coax Johnson to end the standoff.
SWAT team members rushed the
third-floor apartment immediately
after hearing a gunshot at about 1
a.m. Friday.

in Iraq.
Nick Volek, a “general” in the War on
Sobriety, said the group could have donated
more money to the VFW, but didn’t because of
the VFW’s lack of recognition of the group for
the article in the DEN.
Volek said the group also made about $300
in personal donations to units where they
personally know soldiers.
“We don’t care if people think we gave $5 or
$1,000,” Volek said.
He spoke for all the “generals” of the war.
“We know that we’re doing the right thing,” he
said.
Anyone interested in donating to soldiers through
the Charleston Ladies Auxiliary can donate at the
Charleston VFW or Nancy’s Lettering, located at 1115
Lincoln Ave. Checks can be made payable to the VFW
Ladies Auxiliary 1592.
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Hezbollah to take
action against
Lebanese
government
BEIRUT, Lebanon – A top
Hezbollah official said Sunday
the militant Shiite Muslim group
will press ahead with threatened
street protests and other peaceful
means seeking to topple Lebanon’s
Western-backed
government
and will stage its actions without
warning.
Sheik Naim Kassem, Hezbollah’s
deputy secretary-general, said the
group would not reveal details
of planned activities beforehand.
“There is no specific time frame
and no final plans. There is a basket
of ideas which we will use the way
we see fit for achieving our goals,”
he told the group’s Al-Manar
television, saying that would make
the actions “more effective.”
His comments came a day
after the Cabinet approved a plan
for an international tribunal to
try suspects in the assassination
of former Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri, overriding objections from
Hezbollah and other factions allied
with Syria, which many Lebanese
blame for the killing.
The vote racheted up political
tensions in a country divided
between opponents and supporters
of Syria, which dominated Lebanon
for nearly 30 years until mass street
protests and international pressure
forced Damascus to withdraw
occupying troops last year.
Made up mainly of Christians
and Sunni Muslims, anti-Syria
forces
dominate
parliament
and the Cabinet, but President
Emile Lahoud and Damascus’
predominantly Shiite allies are
stepping up resistance to the
government. Six pro-Hezbollah
ministers quit the Cabinet earlier
this month over the government
refused a demand that the guerrilla
group and its allies be given a bigger
role in the government.
Hezbollah warned then it would
stage mass street demonstrations as
a way to disrupt the country and
put pressure on the government
to resign, but shelves protests after
Tuesday’s assassination of Industry
Minister Pierre Gemayel, an antiSyria Christian leader.
In renewing the threat,
Kassem called on U.S.-supported
Prime Minister Fuad Saniora to
resign, saying the government’s
meetings were “worthless and
unconstitutional” because the
six pro-Hezbollah ministers had
resigned.
Saniora’s opponents, including
the president, argue the current
Cabinet doesn’t meet a constitutional
requirement to broadly represent
all of Lebanon’s main religious and
ethnic communities. That means
its actions, including the tribunal
vote, are invalid, they say.
“We hold them (government)
responsible for political instability
and economic deterioration and
any failures that may take place in
administering the country,” Kassem
said.

National | diplomacy plan

Bush ponders the course of
action for Iraq, Afghanistan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON – President
Bush reaches out to allies this week
for help in quelling violence in
Iraq and Afghanistan, in a burst of
diplomacy from a Baltic summit of
NATO partners to Mideast talks
with Iraq’s prime minister.
Just back from an eight-day trip
to Asia, Bush was leaving Monday
on another overseas trip as pressure
builds at home for a change in his
administration’s Iraq strategy amid
deepening tensions and violence in
that country.
The president stops first in
Estonia en route to a NATO
summit in neighboring Latvia
where a debate over peacekeeping
operations in Afghanistan is
expected to dominate.
Estonia and Latvia have sent
troops to both Iraq and Afghanistan
and the U.S. considers the two
former Soviet republics important
allies. From Latvia, the president
heads to Amman, Jordan, for two
days of talks with Iraqi Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki.
Jordan was deemed a less
dangerous setting for the meeting
than Baghdad.
White House aides said the
meeting, a late addition to Bush’s
itinerary, was part of the president’s
process of sounding out various
parties as he ponders how to
proceed in Iraq.
Iran and Syria are trying to
assert influence in stabilizing Iraq
without American involvement,
and tensions in the region
increased further last week with the
assassination of a Cabinet member
in the U.S.-backed democratic
government of Lebanese Prime
Minister Fuad Saniora a killing
some have blamed on Syria.
Also, sectarian attacks in Iraq
have surged in recent days. Jordan’s
King Abdullah said Sunday that
tensions in the Middle East go
beyond the war in Iraq and that
much of the region soon could
become engulfed in violence unless
the central issues are addressed
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Abdullah II BIN AL-HUSSEIN | king of jordan

“We could possibly imagine going into
2007 and having three civil war on our
hands.”
quickly.
“We could possibly imagine
going into 2007 and having three
civil wars on our hands,” he said on
ABC’s “This Week,” citing conflicts
in Iraq, Lebanon and the decadeslong strife between the Palestinians
and Israelis.
At the NATO gathering
Tuesday and Wednesday in
Riga, Latvia, Bush will press for
a heavier financial and military
commitment from many of the
alliance’s 26 members and urge an
easing of restrictions by individual
countries on what their troops
can and cannot do, according to
administration officials.
The president also will call
for inviting major non-NATO
members Australia, Japan and
South Korea to play a larger role in
the alliance’s activities.
Widespread public dismay
over the war in Iraq helped sweep
control of Congress away from
Bush’s Republicans this month and
put Democrats in power.
Democrats
and
some
Republicans want Bush to begin
withdrawing U.S. troops.
Violence also has flared in
Afghanistan as a result of a resurgent
Taliban and difficulties by the
central government to maintain
control, especially in the turbulent
south. The NATO summit will
focus heavily on Afghanistan
“because NATO is now in
charge of security throughout the
country” and because the alliance
has recently been challenged by the
Taliban, said Judy Ansley, director
of European affairs at the White
House National Security Council.
“The main thing now is to
make sure that the alliance remains

worldbriefs
Bush and presidential aides
to meet with Iraq study group

committed to this mission, which is
important not only to Afghanistan
but to our security in the West,”
she said.
Retired Air Force Gen. Joseph
Ralston, a former NATO Supreme
Allied Commander, said that
“events in Afghanistan are reaching
a critical juncture, and European
politics and perceptions, as well
as U.S. commitments in Iraq may
prevent NATO from getting the
assets necessary to ensure victory.”
“A military failure in Afghanistan
would be catastrophic for the
alliance,” Ralston said.
There are currently just
over 30,000 NATO troops in
Afghanistan. Bush’s meeting with
the Iraqi prime minister will be the
first time the two have met since alMaliki’s visit to Washington in late
July. They also met during Bush’s
unannounced visit to Baghdad in
June.
Conditions have deteriorated
since those meetings, and Bush is
pondering whether to decrease or
increase the 140,000 U.S. troops
now in Iraq.
The president is awaiting
recommendations from a top-tobottom Pentagon review and from
a blue-ribbon bipartisan study
group headed by former Secretary
of State James A. Baker III and
Democratic Rep. Lee Hamilton of
Indiana.
The Bush-al-Maliki meeting
was widely seen as an attempt by
Bush to signal that the U.S. still
was engaged in an effort to find a
solution to the spiraling violence
in Iraq after more than three years
and eight months longer than the
U.S. involvement in World War II,
as of Sunday.

»

WASHINGTON – Responding to a
humbling election, White House aides
said Sunday that President Bush would
welcome new ideas about the unpopular
war in Iraq but the administration
opposes a Democratic timetable for
bringing U.S. troops home.

NYC plane crash victims
dedicated in new memorial

»

NEW YORK – Bells tolled in a
beachfront neighborhood Sunday
as families clutching red roses and
photographs gathered to read the
names of loved ones killed five years
ago in the crash of American Airlines
Flight 587.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg gathered
with relatives of the 260 people killed
aboard the airliner and the five killed
on the ground, in the nation’s second
deadliest air accident, to dedicate a
memorial wall bearing the victims’
names.

Palestine and Israel arrange
peace conference talks

»

CAIRO, Egypt – The Palestinian
foreign minister accepted an Arab
proposal on Sunday for a peace
conference to resolve the PalestinianIsraeli conflict,
Arab diplomats said. Foreign Minister
Mahmoud Zahar, of the ruling Hamas
party, endorsed a statement by Arab
foreign ministers calling for the peace
conference during a meeting in Cairo,
said the diplomats.

McCain sets up committee for
’08 presidential run

»

WASHINGTON – Republican Sen.
John McCain said Sunday he is taking
the initial steps for a White House bid
in 2008, setting up a committee that
allows a potential candidate to raise
money and travel the country to gauge
support.

nATION | hOLIDAY sHOPPING

Retailers find success during Thanksgiving
The Associated Press

NEW YORK – Retailers got what they
wanted during the Thanksgiving weekend
a strong start to the 2006 holiday shopping
season as consumers crowded stores in search of
huge discounts on flat-screen TVs and other hot
merchandise.
Stores and malls that opened as early as
midnight on Friday drew a bigger-than-expected
turnout, and robust sales for the first day of the
season offset slower business as the weekend
wore on, according to early reports.
The biggest winners appeared to be electronics
chains such as Best Buy Co. Inc. and popularpriced department stores including J.C. Penney
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Kappa Delta would like to thank
John Baskerville for being a
wonderful Daggerman!
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Co., which pulled in shoppers with good deals.
Yet Wal-Mart Stores Inc., which promised
the most aggressive discounting ever, was an
exception, announcing Saturday that samestore sales for November will be slightly
below its already lackluster forecast. Wal-Mart
has struggled for months to appeal to both
higher-income shoppers and low-price fans.
The question for the retail industry overall is
whether the bargain hunters who raided stores
for early bird specials over the weekend will have
the same zeal as they shop between now and the
end of the season, when the discounts may not
be as steep.
“The hysteria has come down a bit, but it

D ON ’ T BE A
WEINER...

A DV E RT I S E .
581-2816

was a great start,” said Bill Martin, co-founder
of ShopperTrak RCT Corp., which tracks
total sales at more than 45,000 mall-based
retail outlets. But he said the true measure of
the season is whether “retailers can sustain the
loyalty and excitement” until the end.
Shoppers were clearly looking for as big a
discount as possible.
“I started Friday morning at 5 a.m.,” said
Kim Neuharth, shopping at the Jordan Creek
Town Center in West Des Moines, Iowa.
Martin expects that total retail sales for
the first weekend of the season will be higher
than last year, boosted by Friday’s better-thanexpected business.

8 news

Developmental Foundations Inc
which operates group homes for
individuals with developmental
disabilities currently has various
part time and full time positions
available in 3 homes located in
Charleston. Applicants must be
18, have H/S Diploma or GED
and a valid drivers license. Paid
training is provided. Criminal
Background check is completed
prior to hiring. Applications may
be picked up at 689 Castle Drive
(Northwest Business Center, across
from fairgrounds) - Charleston.
You may also visit www.ryle.
com for more information about
our companies. EOE
_____________________11/17
HOLIDAY HELP. $17.25 baseappt. 1-6 week work program,
flex schedules, sales/svc, work
PT in spring or secure summer
work, conditions apply, all
ages 18+, Interview over
Thanksgiving Break 11/20-11/25,
start after finals. CALL TODAY!
Bloomington
309-661-0888,
Chicago North Side 312-5731631, Lake County 847-8373033, Naperville 630-420-9430,
North Shore 847-677-7646, Oak
Brook 630-758-0001, Orland
Park 708-460-8090, Peoria 309589-0850, Schaumburg 847925-0708.
_____________________11/17
Outgoing,motivated individuals
needed to work part-time hours.
Earn up to $15 working 4-9pm MF plus some Saturdays. Awesome
work environment! Appltoday
for next semester or immediate
employment. Office hours MonFri 8a-6p. 639-1135
_____________________11/17
STAFF
ACCOUNTANTS!
Growing accounting firm is
seeking several staff accountants
with one to three years experience.
However, new graduates are
encouraged to apply.
These
positions are integral part of the
smooth operation of our firm and,
accordingly, offer a competitive
salary, benefit package and
opportunity for growth. If you
have a strong work ethic, then
please mail your resume with
cover letter to Janice Campton.
Westin Company, LLC P.O. BOX
945 Mattoon, IL 61938
_____________________11/17
PART TIME RECEPTIONIST:
Looking for a health minded,
enthusiastic,
and
energetic
individual with good people
skills. Apply in person @ Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center 2115 18th St.
in Charleston.
_____________________11/27
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!BARTENDING! Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-965-6520
ext. 239
_____________________11/30
EGG DONOR NEEDED: loving,
childless couple searching for
their special angel. Prefer healthy
college student. STD FREE, no
smoking or drugs. Between the
ages of 19-27, 5’5” or taller.
Light brown to blonde hair, blue
eyes and average weight. $5,000
compensation plus all medical
and travel. Please respond by
email to TNCRAMBO@aol.com
______________________12-6

Lost pair of presription glasses
in Ninja Turtles case. Found by
Coleman. Please call 581-2719
_____________________11/17

Girl Roommate needed for fall
‘07 and Spring ‘08. 6 bedroom
house on 9th street. Will have
own room. 630-310-2545
_____________________11/16
3 male roommates for 5 bdrm
house for Spr. ‘07. $260/mo, W/
D, close to campus. 1520 2nd St.
Please call (815) 651-7770 ask
for Justin.
_____________________11/17
Male Roommae wanted 1511 1st
St. 300/m. 2 Bedroom Apt. 847651-6441 Joe
_____________________11/17
Roommate
needed;
Spring
Semester. 3 BR House near
square. Pets allowed. Available
immediately. $215/Mo. 708-5258765
_____________________11/27

1 Bedroom Avail. Dec 20.
1st Floor, New, Spacious,
Quiet, Close to Campus, W/D,
Dishwasher. $475 Carlyle Apts
721-3630. Mention 117 W. Polk
apt 3.
_____________________11/17
FEMALE Sublessor Needed. Cute
House. Large Room, 2 Closets.
Immediate Occupancy. Located
just North of Campus. $325/mo
plus utilities. (630) 853-5983.
_____________________11/17
MALE Sublessor needed 3BR
apt. Spring 07’. $310/month
but negotiable. Great location.
Contact Tony 847-702-1575
_____________________11/17
Sublessor needed to rent a 1
bdrm in a 4 bdrm apartment.
Spring ‘07, $325 or lower/month.
Preferably male. Contact Mike @
847-636-6974.
_____________________11/17

Classified Advertising Rates

Student Classified Rates 581-2812
9-4 M-F
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

$10

Monthly Online classified advertising
available
@ www.dennews.com

$10

Sublessor needed for January ‘07
@ Campus Pointe. Call 345-6001
mention Ashley W.
_____________________11/17
Female sublessor needed Jan
‘07- July ‘07. Apartment on Edgar
Drive. 1 room of a 3 bedroom,2
bath. W/D included. $295/mo.
Call Kambri 217-460-0413
_____________________11/17
Sublessor Needed Spring 2007
Campus Pointe (217) 345-6001
Mention Dale and Dan
_____________________12/01
Sublessor needed for SP ‘07. 1
room in a house, $275/month
+ utlities, 2 car garage, W/D,
dishwasher, garbage pick-up,
wireless internet, pets allowed!!
Double bed and desk available,
if desired. Call Kevin @ 630-3062800.
_____________________12/01
Sublessor needed.
Freshly
remodeled, internet and garbage
included. Negotiable on rent.
Call Christina at 217-257-5013.
_____________________12/11

Blue Toshiba Satellite laptop.
Wireless internet, word package.
Excellent Condition. $650.00 or
best offer. Call (224) 522-9929.
_____________________11/17
Rarely used White Nintendo
DSLite and games including with
Brain Age. $200 obo. Michael
581-2788.
_____________________11/28

128 POLK STREET. 2 BEDROOM
BUNGALOW.
1
CAR
DETACHED GARAGE.
VERY
NICE, AIR. $625/mo. (630) 7074470.
_____________________11/15
Fall 2007: 3 Bedroom House
and Duplex East of Campus near
Buzzard. rcrrentals.com or call
345-5821.
_____________________11/17
UNIQUE PROPERTIES IS NOW
LEASING FOR THE 2007-2008
SCHOOL YEAR! CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
TO LOOK AT ANY OF OUR 3
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS AT EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS:
MILLENNIUM
PLACE, COURTYARD ON 9TH,
CAMPUS EDGE, PANTHER
HEIGHTS, THE EAST VIEW,
CENTURY CROSSING & THE
ATRIUM. 217-345-5022 www.
unique-properties.net
_____________________11/17
PROFESSORS,
STAFF
OR
FAMILIES: Very Nice Duplex
Available in December: 3 BR,
2 BA, Fireplace, Cathedral &
Vaulted Ceilings, 2-car Garage,
W/D, Nice Neighborhood, A
Must See! $900/mo. 217-3455022
_____________________11/17
3 BR APARTMENTS FOR
2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR!
SECONDS FROM CAMPUS,
FULLY FURNISHED, SPACIOUS
LIVING ROOMS & VANITIES IN
BEDROOMS, DISHWASHERS
& GARBAGE DISPOSALS AND
MORE! 217-345-5022 www.
unique-properties.net
_____________________11/17
Houses near campus for 3 to 6
people. Well maintained and
off-street parking, washer/dryer,
a/c. No pets. $250/bedroom.
273-1395.
_____________________11/17

CHEAP CHEAP RENT!
IF
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A
NICE
APARTMENT
WITH
CHEAP RENT PERFECT FOR 4
STUDENTS CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 549-8734.
202 1/2 6TH ST.
_____________________11/17
1st house across from Lantz on
2nd Street 1532. 2 story duplex.
3 students $200.
4 students
$225. *100 deposit. 345-6868
_____________________11/17
Wanted: One bedroom furnished
in a residence for one year. Call
345-5456
_____________________11/20
For Rent for 4 Students. 20072008 School Year. 4 Bedroom
House with W/D, Garbage, $300
each/month, 10 month lease.
Phone 345-2017.
_____________________11/28
DON’T WAIT! EXTREMELY
NICE 2 BEDROOM APTS AND
3 BEDROOM HOMES WITH
W/D. NO PETS. LITTEKEN
RENTALS.345-9267
______________________12/1
1106
Johnson,
AWESOME,
spacial duplex, 5 bedrooms, 2 1/2
bath, 2 blocks from campus, w/d,
avail Jan. 2007, utilities included.
345-2982
______________________12/8
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Across from campus. www.
eiuapts.com. 345-2416
_____________________12/11
One, two, three, and four
bedroom
fully
furnished
apartments, duplexes leasing for
2007-2008.
Lincoln Avenue
and Ninth Street locations for
additional information call 3480157.
_____________________12/11
One and two bedroom fully
furnished apartments available
Spring 2007 Lincoln Avenue and
Ninth Street locations. For more
information call 348-0157.
_____________________12/11
IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
Furnished
3br.
and
2br.
apartments.
Sublease/terms
negotiable. 1 Block from campus.
Call 217-493-7559
_____________________12/11
3 Br. Homes, Fall 07, washers
and dryers, from $240/person to
$350. 549-3333
_____________________12/13
For Lease Fall 2007 1 through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 www.
eiustudenthousing.com
_____________________12/14
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_______________________ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom furnished apt with
stove, refrigerator, microwave.
3 blocks from E side of EIU.
$445 1 person, $250 each 2
people. Trash paid. 2001 S.
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 0 0

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_______________________ 00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9528
_______________________ 00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AT 1521 1ST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
10-MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_______________________ 00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032
_______________________ 00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08’ school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
_______________________ 00
1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08’.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS;
1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,A/C
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
WATER,TRASH
SERVICES
AND OFF STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
students
or
couples.3488249,www.ppwrentals.com
_______________________ 00
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1103 6th Street House1 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
included.
_______________________ 00
Now renting Fall 07’/Spring
08’ 9th Street Apartments. 3&4
bedroom lease and security
required. No pets 348-8305
_______________________ 00
Now renting Fall 07’/Spring 08’
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754
_______________________ 00
3 and 4 bedroom Apartments
$ 285 & $290. Trash,leather
furniture, and parking. One block
from campus. Call 235-0405 or
254-0754
_______________________ 00
Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
_______________________ 00
New 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/
month 117 W. Polk. Call 3487746 or www.CharlestonILApts.
com
_______________________ 00
Available Jan 1st .1 BR Apt.
Water & Trash included, off street
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St
Apts. 345-1266
_______________________ 00
PP&W Properties New 1 and 2
bedroom apartments avalable
August ‘07. 1 block from Old
Main on 6th st. 348-8249
_______________________ 0 0

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-6210/549-0212
_______________________ 00
SPRING 07’ 1-4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CAMPUS
SIDE! CALL FOR DETAILS 3456100 www.jbapartments.com
_______________________ 00
2-3-4 BEDROOM HOUSES,
DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.
FALL 2007. ALL CAMPUS SIDE!
345-6100
www.jbapartments.
com
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_______________________ 00
Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/D in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
_______________________ 00
Houses near Rec Center;
6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
_______________________ 00
7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 1/2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00
*******Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestonILApts.com.
*******
_______________________ 00
Excellent location apartments for
2007-2008 school year. 1,2,3,4
bedroom available. 11 1/2 month
leases starting 8/15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
_______________________ 00
Quiet away from campus. 3 or
4 BR. New carpet, W&D, water,
trash, furnished. Phone 3457244
_______________________ 00
Cozy house AVAILABLE NOW
through May 15th 07-Spring
Semester. Good parking near
Eastern. 348-8406
_______________________ 00
One six bedroom house and one
five bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-7288709
_______________________ 00
5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency
Apts,
Excellent
locations, C/A, W/D, Will Partly
Furnish, Trash, Lawn Services.
EFFICIENCY APTS AVAILABLE
SPRING 2007. 345-3235
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom, furnished, clean and
quiet. Local owner. Water and
Trash included at $265 each.
1111 2nd St. next to the park. call
348-5427.
_______________________ 00
4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse
at Brittany Ridge. Dishwasher,
W/D, trash all included at $265
each. Great place to live. call
549-1957.
_______________________ 00
1515 2nd St.-8 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Washer & Dryer, Central Air,
Wireless Internet; 345-3148
_______________________ 00
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I-AA playoffs | SIU-C 36, Tennessee-Martin 30

boondocks | aaron mcgruder

Carbondale moves on
after last-minute victory
The Associated Press

CARBONDALE – Nick Hill
connected with Alan Turner for
a 45-yard touchdown pass with
57 seconds left to give Southern
Illinois a come-from-behind 36-30
win against Tennessee-Martin in the
first round of the NCAA Division
I-AA playoffs.
Southern Illinois trailed by 20
points early in the third quarter
and 27-21 entering the fourth, but
Arkee Whitlock scored from 1-yard
out to give the Salukis their first
lead of the day.
Taylor Brown responded with
a 34-yard field goal to put the
Skyhawks ahead 30-28 with 2:44

» Edwards
fr om pag e 1 6

Having Edwards off the court
for a season will allow some other
freshmen to fill her spot.
Freshmen
guards
Jessica
Huffman and Ashley Thomas
have been stepping up in place of
Edwards. Huffman has scored more
than 20 points in three consecutive
games and was named the Ohio
Valley Conference freshman of the
week last week.
“That’s what I did last year,”
Edwards said. “I’ll give them
encouragement. I was in the same
spot. They’ll listen to me because I
was in that same spot.”
Although the freshmen will not
be able to replace Edwards, they
will be able to fill in.
“They can’t completely fill her

» Daniels
fr om pag e 1 6

Eastern had no passing game
and had no rushing game.
It’s a sad sign when a team’s
leading pass catcher is the tight end.
Junior tight end Jordan Campanella
was quarterback Cole Stinson’s
favorite target (besides Illinois State
defensive backs) and caught seven
passes for a whopping 32 yards.
Eastern acting head coach Mark
Hutson was exactly right when
he said after the game the offense
lacked rhythm or any consistency.
The defense, on the other hand,
played superb.
Eastern
intercepted
ISU
quarterback Luke Drone four times
on the day and Drone came into the
game with only five interceptions in
the previous 11 games.
Senior cornerback Terrance
Sanders scored the only Eastern
touchdown of the day when he
returned the third of Drone’s
interceptions 87 yards for a
touchdown and a 13-10 Panther
lead.
Sanders was clearly fatigued at
the end of the play, falling to his
knees as he crossed the end zone.
Right after Sanders scored what
might have potentially been the
game-winning touchdown with 10
minutes, 48 seconds remaining in
the game, Eastern’s defense trudged
on to the field again.
This time, it was senior safety
Tristan Burge coming up with a
key play, intercepting a Drone pass
that tipped off of ISU wide receiver
Laurent Robinson’s hands and into
Burge’s waiting hands.
With 6:28 left in the game after

remaining, setting the stage for Hill’s
game-winning touchdown pass.
Hill followed up the touchdown
with a pass to Braden Jones for the
two-point conversion.
Whitlock finished with 28 carries
for 207 yards and four touchdowns,
accounting for nearly all of Southern
Illinois’ rushing yardage. He set a
new Saluki record for points scored
in a season with 150, surpassing
Muhammad Abdulqaadir’s 128
points in 2002.
Southern Illinois (9-3) rolled up
350 yards of total offense, with 221
yards coming on the ground.
Southern Illinois and Montana
will meet in the quarterfinals on
Dec. 2.
shoes, but they can fill in,” Sallee
said.
Sophomore
center
Rachel
Galligan had to step in and fill
big shoes as a freshman replacing
Eastern’s second all-time leading
scorer Pam O’Connor, and she said
this year will be similar. Galligan is
the reigning OVC freshman of the
year.
“We have a lot of young kids
who are stepping up,” Galligan
said. “It’s a rough situation. We’ve
done it before.”
Edwards will probably redshirt
her sophomore season because she
did not play any regular season
games.
Sallee said since Edwards did
not play more than 25 percent of
the regular season, they will send
in paperwork to the OVC and
Edwards should receive her redshirt
eligibility.
Burge’s pick, it just seemed Eastern
would pull out the win. The entire
ISU cheering section sat down,
with Burge’s interception seeming
to suck the air out of the Redbird
contingent.
Then, Eastern’s offense went
back onto the field and proceeded
to have its sixth three-and-out of
the game. Included in this drive
that should have ran most of the
clock down and made it virtually
impossible for ISU to come back,
were false start penalties by senior
offensive linemen Jon Reuter and
Eric Johnson.
The penalties are inexcusable for
two starters with so much experience
to have lapses in judgment in a
crucial part of the game.
Eastern punted the ball back to
ISU and the switch in momentum
was palpable. When ISU’s offense
took the field with 3:45 left on
Eastern’s 49-yard line, it was
clear ISU was going to score.
Which it proceeded to do on four
plays, with running back Pierre
Rembert finishing it off with an 18yard touchdown run.
Eastern’s defense only gave up
10 points and scored seven points.
Then again, ISU’s defense only
allowed six points and scored 14.
Both defenses showed up
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium. Both
offenses did not.
However, when it mattered
most, ISU’s offense came through
and Eastern’s defense broke the one
time it couldn’t.
Which was pretty much the
story of the season and why Eastern
won’t be playing next Saturday in
the I-AA quarterfinals and instead
will be contemplating the question:
What if?

non sequitur | wiley miller

crossword puzzle | mct campus
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men’s basketball | Murray State 53, Eastern 50

Eastern ‘lacks aggression’ in OVC opener
Mike Miller |
Eastern head coach

Panthers lose game
to Racers after
rough first half

“This is a game
we should’ve
found a way to
win and simply
couldn’t do it.”

By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

Bobby Catchings hit a threepointer to put Eastern up by four
with 12 minutes, 9 seconds left in
the first half and it appeared the
Panthers were on their way to its
second ever road win at Murray
State.
A six-minute scoring drought,
combined with a 19-0 Racers run
in the first half, and Eastern was
faced with an uphill battle it could
not overcome Saturday in its 53-50
loss.
“This is a game we should’ve
found a way to win and simply
couldn’t do it,” Eastern head coach
Mike Miller said.
In the first half Eastern was held
to 22 percent shooting and found
themselves down 31-18 as both
teams headed to the locker room.
“We lacked aggression in the
first half,” Miller said. “I don’t really
have any more explanations.”
The 50 points was a low for
the Panthers in an Ohio Valley
Conference road game under
Miller.
“The lack of offense is something
that we as staff are trying to figure
out,” Miller said. “If you walk into
somebody’s house and hold them
to 53 points and shoot 50 percent
in the second half, that should be a
formula for a win.”
Murray State forward Shawn
Witherspoon was held to seven
points on only three of seven
shooting but did bring down a
game-high 11 rebounds. It was the
fourth straight game the preseason
OVC player of the year has failed to
get double-digits in scoring.
In the final 20 minutes the
Panthers used an 11-2 run to claw
within five after the under 12minute media timeout.
“We need to sustain our effort
for a longer stand,” Murray State
head coach Billy Kennedy said after
the game. “I think our guys realize if

men’s basketball

Murray State 53, Eastern 50
EASTERN

min fg

ft

reb

a

pf pts

m-a m-a o-t
Catchings

27 3-12 1-1 1-3

0

4

8

Cisse

21 4-5 2-4 1-6

0

2

10

Robinson

35 1-5 1-2 0-5

6

3

4

Martin

34 8-13 2-2 0-3

0

2

21

Willhite

15 1-4 0-0 0-3

2

1

2

Myers-Kyles

10 0-2 0-0 0-1

1

0

0

Parrish

19 0-2 0-0 3-4

0

0

0

Anthony

6

0-1 2-2 0-0

0

1

2

Brock

2

0-1 1-2 1-1

0

1

1

Jolliff

5

0-1 0-0 0-1

0

0

0

Byrne

26 1-5 0-0 2-5

1

3

2

TOTALS

200 18-51 9-13 10-36 10 17 50

Percentages: FG: .353 3-point goals: 5-15 Blocked shots: 2
Steals: 2 Turnovers: 11

Nora maberry | The Daily Eastern News

Freshman guard Romain Martin moves the ball down the court in the first half of Eastern’s win against
Wisconsin Green Bay Tuesday night in Lantz Arena. Martin finished with a career-high 21 points in Saturday’s
53-50 loss at Murray State.
we play like that we can be a pretty
good team. We just have to play like
that for 40 minutes.”
Eastern was led by freshman
guard Romain Martin’s career-high
21 points on eight of 13 shooting
from the field.
The Minneapolis native seemed
to be the only player to find a
consistent jump shot throughout

the evening.
“Romain was getting good looks
and his teammates were finding him
in the right spots,” Miller said.
Martin single-handedly brought
the Panthers closer with his own
personal 11-0 run. Martin hit three
jumpers, a 3-pointer and two free
throws to cut the Racers lead to 4544 with 3:59 left.

Monday
Free
Night
Refreshments!
Football

Come watch it on the

7:30

Big Screens
in the Cyber Lounge!
7th St. Underground in the Union

Pump up your AD-dominals
Contact your personal ad-trainer

pf

pts

m-a o-t

25

3-7

1-1 4-11 2

2

7
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Murray State’s defensive game
plan revolved around stopping
Panther guards Mike Robinson and
Catchings. The duo combined for
only 12 points, four of 17 shooting
and two of seven from beyond the
arc.
“We did a good job on the two
guys we tried to limit in Catchings
and Robinson,” Kennedy said.
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Purchase an ad in the DEN

After Martin hit his final jumper,
the Racers fumbled the inbounds
pass out of bound and Catchings
hit a jumper to cut the Murray State
lead to one again with 1:36 left.
Murray State guard Bruce
Carter hit a pair of free throws and
Catchings missed a potential gametying three at the buzzer to seal the
Panthers fate.
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Murray State

Park Place Apartments
on the corner of 7th & Grant
next to the Union

OPEN SEASON (PG)
DAILY 7:00
FLICKA (PG)
DAILY 6:45

NOW SHOWING
FOR 2007
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID

Contact Jennifer
348.1479

BOBBY (R) 4:30 7:30 10:10
DEJA VU (PG 13) ON TWO SCREENS
4:00 7:00 10:00
DECK THE HALLS (PG) 5:00 7:15 9:40
HAPPY FEET (PG) 3:45 6:20 8:50
CASINO ROYALE (PG 13) 4:45 8:00
LETS GO TO PRISON (R) 9:50
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG 13)
4:10 6:50 9:30
BORAT (R) 2:15 5:15 7:40 9:55
SANTA CLAUSE 3:
THE ESCAPE CLAUSE (G) 4:20 6:40 9:00
FLUSHED AWAY (PG) 2:30 5:30 7:50
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football | panther defense

marco santana |
off the bench

Rucker
overlooked
on Saturday

Carrie Hollis | The Daily Eastern News

Junior linebacker Donald Thomas breaks away after an interception in the second quarter of Saturday’s 24-13 loss to Illinois State at O’Brien
Stadium. It was Thomas’ second interception of the game. Eastern had four interceptions on the day, including one returned for a touchdown.

Eastern defense detains Redbirds
Panthers ‘brilliantly’ hold
ISU’s sixth-place offense
to 339 total yards in game
By Marco Santana
Associate Sports Editor

Terrance Sanders did his best to keep his
career going.
The senior cornerback made 3.5 tackles, broke
up two passes and returned an interception 87
yards for the Panthers’ only score.
His performance, and the play of the rest of
the defense, was a bright spot in Eastern’s seasonending 24-13 playoff loss to Illinois State on
Saturday. The Panthers’ defense held the Redbirds’
high-powered offense to 339 total yards.
ISU’s offense came into the game sixth in the
nation with an average of more than 400 yards
a game.
Eastern’s defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni
said the defense executed the game plan brilliantly
the entire game.
“There is not anything I would have done
different,” he said. “Nobody’s done that to them
this season.”

Illinois State quarterback Luke Drone threw
four interceptions. He entered the game with
only five interceptions on the season.
This came with Eastern missing one of its key
components in its secondary.
Starting cornerback Ben Brown was suspended
indefinitely for violation of team policy last
Monday.
The loss of Brown meant the rest of the
secondary had to play in more rotations.
“We were really gassed at a lot of positions,”
Bellantoni said. “It definitely hurt us. It really
hurt us. More than I can say.”
Sanders said he was very tired after returning
the interception in the fourth quarter.
“Playing without Ben definitely made our job
a lot tougher,” he said. “It hurt us at our rotation
at cornerback.”
On Sanders’ interception return, the
cornerback said he saw the ball sitting on his
safety’s back after they dislodged it from fullback
Kendric Meredith’s hands.
He grabbed it and ran down the right sideline.
At the end of the run, an exhausted Sanders dove
into the end zone for the score.
“He made a great play on the ball,” said ISU
head coach Denver Johnson. “Then a great return
to go ahead.”
The jubilation of the go-ahead score was

short-lived.
The offense continued to commit false start
penalties even with a 13-10 lead and less than 5
minutes to play in the game.
Then with 2 minutes, 7 seconds left, the defense
gave up its first touchdown of the game, an 18yard run by ISU running back Pierre Rembert.
Rembert had 122 rushing yards, including 42 on
the Redbirds’ game-clinching drive.
It was a drive that did not indicate the defense’s
domination up to that point.
“We never could establish ourselves
offensively,” Johnson said.
Linebacker Donald Thomas had two of the
interceptions and a Tristan Burge interception
with 4:14 left in the game seemed to clinch the
win for the Panthers.
But the offense could not gain a first down.
Sanders said finishing his career in a loss after
playing so well was tough.
“When you make a play like that, (it was)
a big play for us,” he said. “It’s a tough one to
swallow, definitely.”
Now the coaching staff has to try and replace a
senior class that included four defensive starters,
three in the secondary and linebacker Lucius
Seymour.
“We lose a lot of talented guys,” Bellantoni
said. “They were some damn good players.”

panther briefs | sports during Thanksgiving Break

Women’s basketball loses second straight game
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Women’s basketball allows 102
points in loss at Indiana State
Eastern lost its second straight
game Tuesday, losing 102-86 at
Indiana State.
The Missouri Valley Conference
opponent made 12 of 24 from 3point range (50 percent), with
Sycamore freshman Kelsey Luna
making all six of her 3-point
attempts.
The Panthers (2-2) were paced
by freshman point guard Jessica
Huffman’s 22 points, the third time
Huffman has scored more than 20
points in a game this season.
Three other Eastern players were
in double figures. Rachel Galligan
(19 points, seven rebounds), Ashley
Thomas (13 points) and Amanda
Maxedon (12 points) led a balanced
Eastern scoring attack.

However, Eastern could not
match ISU’s outside shooting
proficiency, connecting on only
seven of 26 3-point shots.
Eastern was also plagued when
it committed 20 turnovers to the
Sycamores’ 13.

Perz places third; leads
wrestling at Missouri Open
Junior
184-pounder
Greg
Perz finished in third place at the
Missouri Open on Nov. 19. It was
Eastern’s second meet of the season
and Perz followed up his first-place
finish at the Central Missouri Open
on Nov. 12 with his third-place
finish.
The open was divided into two
divisions: an open division and a
freshman/sophomore division. Perz
had the best Panther finish in the
open division, pinning Illinois’ Pat
Brownson 1 minute, 18 seconds
into the third-place match.

In the freshman/sophomore
division, Eastern placed two
wrestlers. At the 157-pound weight
class, freshman Kyle O’Toole
finished fourth, while heavyweight
Joe Trinka finished fifth.

Martin lifts men’s basketball to
win versus Wisconsin-Green Bay
Romain Martin made his first
collegiate start a memorable one.
Eastern’s freshman guard out
of Minneapolis scored a go-ahead
layup off a pass from Bobby
Catchings with 36 seconds left to
allow Eastern to pull off a 63-61
win Tuesday against WisconsinGreen Bay.
Martin, who had nine first-half
points on three 3-pointers, collected
Catchings’ pass on the right block
and made the layup.
Martin’s layup came after a Mike
Robinson steal when UWGB was
trying to inbounds the ball after

Robinson made two free-throws to
cut the Phoenix’s lead to 60-59.
Robinson, while falling out
of bounds, passed it to Eastern’s
Billy Parrish underneath Eastern’s
basket.
But Phoenix forward Terry Evans
blocked Parrish’s layup attempt
and blocked Parrish’s second shot
attempt.
The ball came out to Catchings
near the three-point line on the left
wing, who found Martin under the
basket for the layup.
Robinson finished with a teamhigh 16 points, while Catchings
added 15 and Martin added 13.
Wisconsin-Green Bay’s Ryan
Evanochko led all scorers with 19
points, all of them coming in the
second half.
Eastern (2-5) followed up its
win against UWGB with a 5350 loss Saturday at Murray State
in the Panthers’ first Ohio Valley
Conference game of the season.

There was somebody missing
from Saturday’s postseason loss to
Illinois State, and he is hardly an
easy person to miss.
He is 6 feet, 6 inches tall and
is the premier wide receiver in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
During the regular season,
Micah Rucker was the guy to go
to when the running game didn’t
work. Heck, he was sometimes the
guy the Panthers would go to when
the running game was working.
Then you look at the statistics
and see he didn’t catch a pass
Saturday.
How could that happen?
Naturally, the tendency is to
give credit to the opposing defense.
And there is some truth to the
theory that a shutdown cornerback
can give fits to any wide receiver.
But Rucker is not just any
wide receiver. He made a name
for himself by beating guys deep
and catching balls that other wide
receivers wouldn’t have caught.
There was a noticeable lack of
down-the-field throws to Rucker.
This was the year Eastern
was going to move deep into the
playoffs. This was the year the
Panthers offense had the talent
to keep up with their dominating
defense. This was the year Eastern
was going to throw the ball down
the field if defenses keyed on its
strong running game.
But it didn’t happen Saturday.
Vincent Webb Jr. was bottled up
all game. He finished with just 54
yards rushing on 14 carries. Those
things will happen.
ISU head coach Denver Johnson
has said on more than one occasion
that stopping a running back is a
matter of committing to it.
If a team puts enough defenders
near the line of scrimmage, sooner
or later, blockers will run out.
That is what happened in the
game against Webb and Norris
Smith, two talented running backs
who have carried the Panthers
offense several times this season.
The Panthers, however, failed to
make any adjustments.
After Eastern’s Cole Stinson
threw his first interception of the
game – a pick in the end zone from
44 yards out on a pass to Ryan Voss
– he seemed hesitant to throw the
ball deep the rest of the game.
It was almost as if he was trying
not to lose the game rather than
trying to win the game.
It is not his strength. Stinson
is not a game manager. He is a
playmaker. And his other playmaker,
Rucker, was not turned to when he
probably should have been.
While prevailing theory says that
you don’t want to force a ball into
coverage, sometimes you have to
trust your wide receiver, especially
when he has proven throughout
the season that he can make a play
on the ball.
And especially when nothing
else is working out in the offensive
game plan.
Marco Santana is
a junior journalism
major. He can
be reached at
masantana@eiu.
edu.
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football | Playoff game notes

Brown suspended from playoff game
Penalties hurt
Panthers at crucial
times during loss
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Eastern’s defense was missing
one of its most important players
during its most important game of
the year.
Senior cornerback Ben Brown
was suspended last Monday for
what acting head coach Mark
Hutson called “a violation of team
policies.”
Starting in place of Ben Brown
during the game was senior
cornerback B.J. Brown.
Hutson said he informed Ben
Brown of the suspension Nov. 20
after learning about the violation
Nov. 19.
“Ben was suspended from the
team last week for violation of
team polices and that’s all that
we’re at liberty to say,” Hutson said.
“He would have been suspended
throughout the playoffs if we
would have continued through the
playoffs.”
Brown was the Panthers’
fourth-leading tackler coming into
Saturday’s game.
Senior cornerback Terrance
Sanders, who scored Eastern’s
lone touchdown on an 87-yard
interception return, said the defense
certainly missed having Brown on
the field.

Carrie Hollis | The Daily Eastern News

Sophomore safety Seymour Loftman tackles Illinois State senior running back Pierre Rember late in the
second quarter Saturday afternoon. Rembert finished with 122 yards on 27 carries. He now holds ISU’s
single-season rushing record with 1,622 yards.
“Playing without Ben definitely
made our job a lot tougher,” Sanders
said. “I had to play more special
teams than I usually do. After I ran
that interception back, I was tired.
We had to go to a backup. Usually
he goes in, every now and then, we
rotate. That kind of made it a strain
for us.”

Rembert breaks ISU
single-season rushing record
Pierre Rembert knew he was
approaching ISU’s single-season
rushing record entering Saturday’s
game.
He just didn’t know he was only
54 yards away from breaking Toby

match-ups

Quarterbacks

Both Luke Drone and Cole Stinson had horrible days, throwing for
seven interceptions combined. Both had subpar games.

Running backs

Pierre Rembert came on in the fourth quarter when ISU needed
him to. The senior had 68 of his game-high 122 yards in the
fourth quarter.

Receivers

Eastern’s Micah Rucker and Ryan Voss did not have a catch at all.
ISU’s wideouts didn’t stand out either but had a more productive
day.

Offensive Line

Two costly false start penalties on Eastern’s line cost the
Panthers a chance to put the game away late.

Defensive Line

Pierre Walters returned to early-season form with two sacks, his
best performance of the season.

Linebackers

Eastern’s Donald Thomas had two interceptions, while ISU’s top
three tacklers were its starting linebackers.

DRAW

Davis’ record of 1,561 yards.
Rembert broke Davis’ record on
an eight-yard run early in the fourth
quarter.
“It feels good to get the record
but we still got three games to play,”
Rembert said.
Rembert was contained for the
first three quarters but ran for 68 of
his 122 yards in the fourth quarter,
including an 18-yard touchdown
run to put ISU ahead for good.
“That was the biggest, best
touchdown I’ve scored all year,” he
said.
ISU head coach Denver Johnson
said Rembert ran well all day,
especially considering he saw eight
or sometimes nine Eastern defenders
at the line of scrimmage.
“It seemed pretty obvious to me
that they were going to take our
running game and Rembert away
from us,” Johnson said.

Webb moves into second
place on all-time rushing list
Eastern running back Vincent
Webb Jr. needed 53 yards to move
into second place on the Panthers’
all-time rushing list. He ran for 54
yards to finish with 4,233 yards in
his career and passed Willie High
for second place.
Webb’s 1,405 yards this season
were a career high for him and is the
fifth-best single-season rushing total
in Eastern history.

False start penalties hurt
Eastern at critical moments
Eastern had six penalties for 35
yards, while ISU had three penalties

for 30 yards.
However, five of Eastern’s
penalties were false start penalties
and only two were on an offensive
lineman.
Tight ends Adam Parsill and
Jordan Campanella each had a false
start penalty, while Webb had one
also.
“We had a number of errors on
offense,” Hutson said. “Not just the
turnovers, but illegal procedures at
the line of scrimmage. Those were
penalties that hadn’t plagued us in
prior games … Very difficult when
you have self-inflicted penalties and
self-inflicted mistakes.”
Four of the false start penalties
occurred on two separate drives.
Parsill and Webb committed their
false starts on Eastern’s first scoring
drive.
Starting at ISU’s 35-yard line after
linebacker Donald Thomas’ second
interception set up the Panthers in
prime field position, Parsill’s and
Webb’s penalties pushed Eastern to
attempt a long field goal.
“What killed us is people, like
myself, who would jump offsides
and get that false start penalty,”
Campanella said. “We couldn’t
get any rhythm going with dumb
mistakes like that.”
Sophomore
Zach
Yates
connected on a 47-yard field goal
to tie the game at three. The drive
lasted 2:21 and covered five yards in
six plays.
Offensive lineman Jon Reuter
and Eric Johnson committed theirs
on Eastern’s second-to-last drive of
the game, where the Panthers had a
chance to run the clock down ahead
13-10.
The two penalties produced a
third-and-18 for Eastern, which
eventually brought up a fourth
down.
Eastern was forced to punt and
ISU took over on the Panthers’ 49yard line and set up ISU’s gamewinning touchdown drive.

Thomas’ two interceptions
help Eastern early in game
Thomas made sure his first two
interceptions of the year came at
key times.
The St. Louis native intercepted
ISU quarterback Luke Drone’s fifth
pass of the game at Eastern’s 49yard line and returned it to ISU’s
44-yard line midway through the
first quarter.
Eastern quarterback Cole Stinson
threw the first of three interceptions
on the next play, trying to hit Ryan
Voss on a seam route in the end
zone.
Thomas’ next interception came
early in the second quarter and he
returned it 26 yards to the Redbirds’
35-yard line.
Eastern made a field goal after
Thomas’ second interception but
was only able to move the ball five
yards in six plays.

Secondary

ISU returned two of Stinson’s interceptions for touchdowns,
including a game-clinching touchdown.

Special Teams

Zach Yates had two long field goals and boomed a 59-yard punt.

Coaching

Conservative offensive play-calling by Eastern and smart, zone
blitzes by ISU on defense was the difference in the game.

1, 2, 3, 4 BR Apts
1 Yr Leases

Starting June or August ‘07
*Quiet Locations--Furnished/Unfurnished
*from $240-$495 mo per person
For App’t Ph.

348-7746

www.CharlestonILApts.com
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Eastern had drives of three plays
or less in four of its six first half
drives but still went into the locker
room with only a 10-6 deficit.
The only Illinois State touchdown
came when Stinson attempted
to find receiver Jermaine Mobley
when Mobley was covered by two

ISU defenders.
Redbirds freshman cornerback
Jason Tate picked off the pass and
used five blockers in front to lead
him to the end zone.
Eastern’s defense scored the
Panthers only touchdown early in
the final quarter as senior cornerback
Terrance Sanders returned a Drone
pass 87 yards for a touchdown to
put Eastern ahead 13-10.
On third-and-one, Drone threw

a play action pass into double
coverage intended for fullback
Kendric Meredith but the ball was
wrestled away by both sophomore
safety Seymour Loftman and
Sanders, with Sanders grabbing it
in the air.
“I didn’t expect that to happen,”
said Illinois State head coach
Denver Johnson. “I think the film
will prove out that the flat was open
and we should have taken the layup

for the first down.”
Eastern senior tailback Vincent
Webb Jr. ran for only 54 yards (a
career-low as a starter at O’Brien
Stadium) on 14 carries in his final
game in a Panther uniform.
The three-year starter finished
with 4,233 yards in his career,
surpassing Wille High’s 4,231 yards
and earning him second-place on
Eastern’s all-time rush list.
“I’ve said it before, and if you

want to stop somebody’s running
game, you can,” Johnson said.
The loss marks the fourth straight
playoff loss at home for Eastern,
which makes its I-AA playoff record
at 3-11. Its last playoff win came
in 1989. The Panthers have never
gotten past the second round in
school history.
“Our expectations were higher
than the OVC (championship),”
Hutson said.

iLLINOIS sTATE 24, Eastern 13

Key Drive of the Game

Saturday at O’Brien Stadium

Score by Quarters		
ILS..........				
EIU.........				

1 2 3 4 Final
3 7 0 14 - 24 Record: (9-3)
0 6 0 7 - 13 Record: (8-5)

Scoring Summary:

!

Illinois State received the ball at Eastern’s 49-yard line, trailing 13-10, with 3 minutes, 45 seconds
remaining in the game. After ISU quarterback Luke Drone hit Pierre Jackson for seven yards, ISU star
running back Pierre Rembert took over. Rembert had been limited before this drive, only rushing for 80
yards on 24 carries. He made up for it on this drive, rushing for 42 yards on only three carries, including
an 18-yard run up the middle that put ISU ahead 17-13.

Drive Summary

1) 1st-10, EIU49

Drive started

			

to Jackson, Pierre for 7

			

yards to the EIU42

3:45 remaining,

	Drone, Luke pass complete

4th quarter
Total time elapsed

2) 2nd-3, EIU42		Rembert, Pierre rush for

1:38

			

Beginning Yard line

19 yards to the EIU23

Eastern Illinois 49
Plays

3) 1st-10, EIU23 		Rembert, Pierre rush for 5

4

			

yards to the EIU18

Yards
49

4) 2nd-5, EIU18 		Rembert, Pierre rush for

Result

			

Touchdown

18 yards, touchdown

ROYAL HEIGHTS
APARTMENTS
Renting for Fall 2007

3 Bedroom Apartments

- New Carpet		
- Free Parking

- New Furniture
- Includes Trash

Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Becky at 345-0936

Pass play
	Rush Play
Penalty

!	Score
X	Turnover
What
happened next
Eastern’s
cole stinson
threw his third
interception
of the game
and ISU’s jesse
caesar returned
it 45 yards for a
touchdown. the
Td sealed isu’s
24-13 win.

1st 07:35 ILS - MAZUR, Kevin 30-yd field goal
EIU 0 - ILS 3 13-42 5:49
2nd 09:54 EIU - YATES, Zach kick 47-yd field goal
EIU 3 - ILS 3 6-5 2:21
2nd 05:35 ISU - TATE, Jason 41-yd interception return (MAZUR, Kevin kick)
EIU 3 - ILS 10
2nd 00:40 EIU - YATES, Zach kick 39-yd field goal
EIU 6 - ILS 10 12-51 4:45
4th 10:48 EIU - SANDERS, Terrance 87-yd interception return (YATES, Zach kick)
EIU 13 - ILS 10
4th 02:07 EIU - REMBERT, Pierre 18-yd run (MAZUR, Kevin kick)
EIU 13 - ILS 17
4th 01:00 EIU - Caesar, Jesse 45-yd interception return (MAZUR, Kevin kick)
EIU 13 - ILS 24

			
ILS
FIRST DOWNS...................		
18
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)............
38-162
PASSING YDS (NET).............
177
Passes Att-Comp-Int...........
16-33-4
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS..... 71-339
Fumble Returns-Yards..........
0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............
4-25
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........
1-29
Interception Returns-Yards....
3-86
Punts (Number-Avg)............
3-42.3
Fumbles-Lost..................
1-0
Penalties-Yards...............
3-30
Possession Time...............
33:38
Third-Down Conversions........
8 of 18
Fourth-Down Conversions.......
0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......
2-3
Sacks By: Number-Yards........
1-7

EIU
7
22-59
79
15-30-3
52-138
0-0
2-minus 1
3-33
4-120
7-39.4
0-0
6-35
26:22
4 of 15
0 of 0
0-0
2-15

RUSHING: ILLINOIS STATE- REMBERT, Pierre 27-122; DRONE, Luke 7-21; RICE, Rafael 4-19;
EASTERN -WEBB, Vincent 14-54; ADENIJI, Ademola 2-9; STINSON, Cole 1-minus 7; SMITH,
Norris 3-5; RUCKER, Micah 1-0; DUHAI, Justin 1-minus 2.
PASSING: ILLINOIS STATE-DRONE, Luke 16-33-4-177; EASTERN-STINSON, Cole 15-30-3-79.
RECEIVING: ILLINOIS STATE- ROBINSON, Laurent 5-55; HORTON, Jason 3-42; PASSARELLI,
Dan 2-17; MORDIS, Dave 2-15; RICE, Rafael 1-24; Rourke, Jake 1-9; REMBERT, Pierre
1-8; JACKSON, Pierre 1-8; EASTERN-ADENIJI, Ademola 1-11; MOBLEY, Jermaine 2-20;
CAMPANELLA, Jordan 7-32; WEBB, Vincent 4-13; DUHAI, Justin 1-3.
INTERCEPTIONS: ILLINOIS STATE- TATE, Jason 1-41; CAESAR, Jesse 1-45; TEMPLE, James
1-0. EASTERN- SANDERS, Terrance 1-87; BURGE, Tristan 1-0; THOMAS, Donald 2-33.
FUMBLES- LOST: ILLINOIS STATE- REMBERT, Pierre 1-0. Eastern- None.
Stadium: O’Brien Stadium
Kickoff Time: 1:00 pm End of game: 3:30 pm Total elapsed time: 2:30
Officials: Referee: Bruce Palmer; Umpire: Lou Tosti; Linesman: Joe Cronin; Side judge: Bob
Holloway; Scorer: EIU Sports Info.
Temperature: 66 Wind: SW 5-10 Weather: Partly Sunny and Warm
2006 Division I NCAA Football Championship – First Round
95th meeting between EIU and ISU ... longest collegiate football series in the state of Illinois
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END OF THE ROAD

Eastern’s season ended Saturday with a 24-13 loss against Illinois State. The Panthers were hurt by six penalties and three turnovers. For
the 18 seniors on the roster it was the last time they would play at O’Brien Stadium and the end of the road for their collegiate careers.

Eric Hiltner|The Daily Eastern News

Junior defensive tackle Tim Kelly, right, gets ready to lead the Panthers on to the field prior to the start of Saturday’s game. Kelly and Eastern’s defense contained Illinois State’s offense
and held them to 339 yards of total offense in the game.

Eric Hiltner|The Daily Eastern News

Cornerback Terrance Sanders runs back his 87 yard interception return for a
touchdown in the fourth quarter. It was Eastern’s only touchdown of the game.

Eric Hiltner |The Daily Eastern News

Quarterback Cole Stinson makes a throw during Saturday’s game. Stinson finished 15 of
30 for 79 yards passing and threw three interceptions in the game.

Carrie Hollis|The Daily Eastern News

Senior running back Vincent Webb Jr. is tackled by an ISU defender while making a run. Webb
moved into second place on Eastern’s career rushing list with 54 yards on 14 carries.
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Eric HIltner | The Daily Eastern News

Cornerback Terrance Sanders sits on the bench in the closing moments of Saturday’s game against Illinois State. Sanders is one of 18 seniors on Eastern’s roster who
played in their final collegiate game. Sanders had 3.5 tackles in the game to go along with an 87- yard interception return for a touchdown.

Eric HIltner | The Daily Eastern News

A member of the Blue Crew watches the game Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
Attendance at the game was estimated at 4,400.

Carrie Hollis | The Daily Eastern News

Senior safety Tristan Burge holds the ball up after his fourth quarter intercception.
Burge’s interception was Eastern’s fourth interception in the game.

Carrie Hollis | The DailY Eastern News

Vincent Webb Jr. struggles to make a run during Saturday’s game. Eastern’s
offense only finished with 138 yards of total offense in the loss.

Illinois State 24, Eastern 13
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“I’m just so disappointed in the outcome.” –

Eastern acting head coach Mark Hutson
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11.27.06

triplethreat

Eastern didn’t think its season would end
Saturday. Talk of a national championship
and advancing deep into the I-AA playoffs
was all around the football offices in August.
Now, the talk will center on recruiting
efforts, replacing seniors and the status of
head coach Bob Spoo (above). Although the
24-13 loss to Illinois State was devastating
to the Panthers and their fans, here are
three other playoff losses in Eastern history
that outweigh Saturday’s loss.
1. 1980 against Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo – Eastern’s dream of two Division
II national titles in three years ended on
Dec. 13 in Albuquerque, N.M. The Panthers
had three scoring chances, but fumbled
twice inside Cal Poly’s 5-yard line and were
intercepted on Cal Poly’s 15-yard line in
losing 21-13.
2. 1996 at Northern Iowa – Despite
holding a 20-minute advantage in time of
possession, Eastern turned the ball over
three times in the fourth quarter. Eastern
had a first-and-goal with the ball on UNI’s
four-yard line, but could not put the ball
in the end zone before time expired in
Eastern’s 21-14 loss.
3. 1983 at Indiana State – These two
Gateway Conference opponents met up
in the first round and produced a double
overtime thriller. Freshman quarterback
Sean Payton – yes, that Sean Payton
– threw an interception on the Panthers’
second possession in overtime, setting up a
game-winning 25-yard field goal by Indiana
State and a 16-13 Sycamore win.
- Matt Daniels

matt daniels |
out of bounds

Eastern’s
offense
disappears
When a team only has 138 yards
of total offense, chances are it is not
going to win a football game.
That is exactly what happened
Saturday in Eastern’s 24-13 loss
against Illinois State in the first
round of the I-AA playoffs.
The offense didn’t show up,
plain and simple.
ISU’s defense was stingy, or as
ISU head coach Denver Johnson
said “salty.”
But the Panthers’ defense was
better. And yet, Eastern lost the
game.
The defense has a right to be
upset after watching the offense’s
abysmal performance Saturday.

»
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Matt Daniels is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at mwdaniels@
eiu.edu.
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Illinois State University’s senior defensive back James Temple intercepts a ball intended for senior wide receiver Ryan Voss during Saturday’s
NCAA I-AA playoff game at O’Brien Stadium. ISU had three interceptions in the game and returned two for touchdowns in its 24-13 win.

A normal occurrence

Panthers lose seventh
straight playoff game
By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

Eastern got everything they asked for
Saturday except for a win.
The Panthers received an at-large berth, a
rematch with Illinois State, a playoff game at
O’Brien Stadium and still couldn’t avoid their
seventh straight playoff loss in a 24-13 defeat
in the first round of the I-AA playoffs.
Illinois State earned its fifth straight win
against Eastern, and third in a row in Charleston,
by forcing three Panther interceptions,
returning two of them for touchdowns.
Eastern quarterback Cole Stinson struggled
all day, as the Panther offense managed only
138 total yards against the 53rd ranked defense

in the country.
“(The offense) couldn’t get any rhythm,”
Eastern acting head coach Mark Hutson said.
“I’m just so disappointed in the outcome.”
The junior transfer from Ball State was 15
of 30 for 79 yards and the three interceptions.
Stinson failed to find his pair of primary targets,
as wide receivers Ryan Voss and Micah Rucker
both went without a catch.
In a game where 21 total points were scored
by the defense, Illinois State’s high-powered
offense was held in check as well. Junior
quarterback Luke Drone came into his first
playoff game with only five interceptions this
season and ended the afternoon with a careerhigh four.
“I think we pressured him more than the
first game this season,” said Eastern defensive
coordinator Roc Bellantoni. “It was a game
plan that I think will give them fits later in the
playoffs.”
With 6 minutes, 28 seconds left in the
fourth quarter, Eastern’s offense was coming

on to the field with a three-point lead and the
momentum of ISU’s fourth turnover. Eastern
managed only three yards on three plays,
including two false start penalties, and only
took 2:43 off the clock.
Redbirds tailback Pierre Rembert ran for
122 yards (80 in the second half ) on 27 carries
with one game-winning touchdown.
The finalist for the 2006 Walter Payton
Award, given to the nation’s best I-AA offensive
player, broke the ISU school record for rushing
yards in a single season Saturday with 1,622
yards throughout the season, eclipsing the 14year-old mark.
The Michigan transfer also broke the game
wide open, with 42 yards rushing in a scoring
drive that only lasted 2:07 and culminated in
a 18-yard touchdown run late in the fourth
quarter to put ISU ahead 17-13.
“(Eastern) thought the game was over,”
Rembert said.

»
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women’s basketball | Edwards’ injury update

Team works without its point guard
Sophomore guard tears ACL before start of season; she’s out for the rest of the season
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

Eastern won its second
exhibition game earlier this season,
83-48, against Missouri-St. Louis
on Nov. 10 in Lantz Arena.
However, the Panthers suffered a
loss, also.
In the first half sophomore
guard Megan Edwards was driving
towards the baseline, went up for
a jump shot, came down and
landed awkwardly. Edwards tore
her anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) in her left knee.
“It hurts us in the guard
position,” said Eastern head coach
Brady Sallee.
Edwards scored 19 points, had
six assists and two steals in both of
the Panthers exhibition games.

Edwards said
she knew the
injury was bad
when she went
down. She didn’t
find out she tore
her ACL until
after the game.
Megan
“The doctor
Edwards
came
in and he
sophomore
did
the
test,”
guard
Edwards said.
Edwards, from Des Plaines,
said she will be having surgery on
Dec. 14 back home and said she
hopes to return to the team for its
Dec. 29 game at Louisville.
“When I’m with (the team),
they keep my mind off it,”
Edwards said. “We don’t sit and
talk about it all the time.”
The long process back of

healing her ACL will be difficult
with surgery, rehabilitation,
training and eventually back into
practice and game mode.
Edwards said she will be given
instruments to help with her
knee.
She said they will help with
compression
and
sideways
movement and she said she will be
on crutches.
In three months Edwards said
she plans to be running, in four
months is planning to be able to
sprint and she will be working
on basketball movements such as
turning, moving and cutting, in
five months.
Not being on the court for
a whole season will not allow
Edwards to see a lot of competition
on the court, but maybe some off,

Salle said.
“It’s a different type of
competition,” he said. “They’ve
really got to attack their rehab.”
Once Edwards is done with
rehab, she will work with a trainer
and she will eventually return to
the team.
“Once they give her to me,
she’s ready to go 100 percent,”
Sallee said.
Edwards averaged 10.5 points
per game, 3.7 assists a game and
started all 29 games as a freshman.
She was fifth in the country among
freshman in free throw percentage
(85.2).
“She’s been through the wars,”
Sallee said. “She has the ability to
shoot the basketball.”

»
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